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Cultural Impediments to Investments: a case study of Japan

I. Intro

After two decades of economic deflation and declining growth, Japan is on the cusp of recovery. This is a result of many factors including a new political regime and their economic program called “Abenomics.” However, Japan still has stagnated growth. One reason that persists under the current regime is the low amount of foreign direct investment (“FDI”) in Japan.

Japan currently has “the smallest amount of inward foreign investment as a proportion of GDP of any major OECD nation.” This is anomalous because Japan has the third largest economy in the world and a history of robust international trade. As the economy grows, and Japan’s share of FDI stays comparatively low, experts look to many factors to explain the dissonance. The main focus is on the high cost structure and strong regulation in the economy.

It is important to examine the current regulatory and structural framework to look for continued weaknesses. However, recent political initiatives focused on these factors and had reasonable success.

It is equally important to look at the underlying cultural factors that impede international investment. Japan has a history of isolationism that contributed to divergent labor and business practices in the country. This is an impediment to foreign direct investment.

---
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because the largest investors in Japan are large, industrialized economies that look to Japan for a high-tech, familiar society for investment. In fact, the United States, which “[accounted] for 58.9% of inward FDI in 2013”, noted that social practice rather than regulation created many of the challenges for investors in Japan. Two of the most important factors, labor market practices and corporate governance, are examined below. After analysis, it is clear that Japan needs to update labor and corporate governance practices in order to appeal to OECD investors in conjunction with legal reforms. The reforms implemented so far are insufficient to lead to sustained growth in foreign investment.

II. Economics of Japan

Japan traditionally has a strong and stable economy based on exports of products such as automobiles, electronic equipment, metals, chemicals, and other profitable commodities. The economy’s original framework, which was created after World War II, depended on interconnected systems of manufacturers, suppliers, and distributors (“keiretsu”) and the guarantee of lifetime employment for most of the urban labor force. This was profitable for a long time but in an age of global competition, the country struggled to compete. Economic growth in the country slowed around twenty years ago and a period of deflation began. This

third shogun Iemitsu, who – in an attempt to create internal peace and stability – expelled all foreigners and sealed off the country from the rest of the world for about 200 years until 1853. This period therefore became significant for the development of unique social and business practices – the legacy of which remains a strong pillar in Japanese modern life and business today.
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change was compounded by the shutdown of nuclear plants in the country after a Tsunami in 2011.\textsuperscript{12}

Shinzo Abe, the current Prime Minister of Japan, made economic revitalization a part of his platform in 2012.\textsuperscript{13} He pushed for an economic plan called “Abenomics” which attempted to jumpstart the economy. As a part of the plan, Japan adopted legislation to raise the consumption tax rate to 10% by 2015, beginning with a hike from 5% to 8% in 2014.\textsuperscript{14} Additionally, Japan made progress with the high deflation level as a result of monetary easing.\textsuperscript{15} Finally, Japan joined Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations, to open Japan's economy to increased foreign competition and create new export opportunities for Japanese businesses.\textsuperscript{16} These changes, as well as many regulatory changes explored below, led to a growth uptick in 2013.\textsuperscript{17} However, growth slowed again in the year afterwards and domestic and foreign investment grew slowly.

Japan’s Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) growth stayed below that of South Korea, the OECD country with the most comparable economy in southeastern Asia.\textsuperscript{18} The percentage stayed consistently below that of the other country and stayed put as South Korea’s economy grew in the last few years.\textsuperscript{19} This is likely a result of slow implementation of reform; however a contributing factor is the low rate of foreign direct investment in the country. In an era of
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globalization, foreign involvement in the economy is necessary for sustained growth. Until the 1980s, studies of growth focused on physical capital.\textsuperscript{20} Japan has large stores of cash on its shores. However, research has found that capital buildup at a faster rate than population growth is likely to have diminishing returns. Many researchers instead focus on the accumulation of knowledge, both human capital and technology, which researchers can strongly link to international market growth.\textsuperscript{21} It is here that Japan is lagging behind. In a technology and service based economy like Japan's this is a very important consideration.

One aim of “Abenomics” was to double “Japan’s inward FDI stock to 35 trillion yen (JPY) by 2020.”\textsuperscript{22} This is not a realistic goal in the country’s current situation. As seen below, foreign inflows totaled around nine trillion in 2014 which is a modest increase from the year before.\textsuperscript{23} Additionally, like GDP growth, foreign direct investment as compared to GDP lags behind similarly situated OECD countries.\textsuperscript{24} Sections below detail how labor and corporate governance practices are a large part of this shortfall. Changes in these areas will hopefully lead to increased FDI as well as growth overall.

**Figure 1:**\textsuperscript{25} **GDP growth (annual %):** Annual percentage growth rate of GDP at market prices based on constant local currency. Aggregates are based on constant 2005 U.S. dollars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>GDP Growth (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>-5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Foreign direct investment, net inflows (BoP, current US$):** Foreign direct investment refers to direct investment equity flows in the reporting economy. It is the sum of equity capital, reinvestment of earnings, and other capital. Data are in current U.S. dollars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>5,459,618,343</td>
<td>2,396,909,736</td>
<td>21,631,204,436</td>
<td>24,624,845,330</td>
<td>12,226,471,579</td>
<td>7,440,979,284</td>
<td>-850,717,035</td>
<td>546,962,692</td>
<td>7,412,10,906</td>
<td>9,069,845,069</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III. Labor Practices:**

One impediment for growth in Japan is the aging and declining population. This leads to a problem for investors who need to hire domestic workers for their Japanese operations. Two labor practices contribute to the shortage of skilled labor available in the country and need to be counteracted in order to incentivize purchases of domestic companies and the creation of foreign branches. First, the country has a tradition of using “non-traditional” workers who have less status, skill, and motivation. Second, women are assumed to be temporary employees because of future family obligations. This means that they rarely get sufficient training or management experience. Combined, these two factors lead to a shortage of skilled labor in the country for interested foreign investors.

**A. Labor Dualism**

A modern trend in Japanese employment is the prevalence of non-traditional workers. Employers use an increasing amount of temporary and part-time workers to keep costs down.

---

and fill short-term labor requirements. The people in these roles are rarely unskilled, but instead are recent graduates. “Companies recruit regular employees directly from schools or universities and provide an employment contract with no fixed duration.” The Japanese government itself is concerned about the amount of young workers in non-traditional roles and knows that their future prospects are weakening. A recent trend is also to re-hire people on non-regular status after retirement.

This system creates a distinct professional and social gap between the two types of employees. Permanent employees enjoy “high levels of job protection and extensive training...while having all others—including part-time and temporary workers hired either directly or through agencies—[are] on short-term contracts that do not guarantee renewal, promotion, or adequate benefits and pay.” Because Japan’s business environment emphasizes long-term employment and firm-specific training, management preserves job security and training for those seen as worthy of investment, while depriving others of perks and benefits.

As noted above, one reason for this trend is the lasting emphasis on life-long employment and seniority based wages. These are values that are less important in modern
economies such as the United States and Germany but stayed vital in Japan until recently. The country was under increasing pressure to adopt an American-style management system with less importance placed on seniority and the single life employer. If the country hoped to compete on cost in a global economy, the story went, Japan needed to reform labor practices. This led to changes such as “turning away from lifelong employment, flexibility of recruitment, release of personnel and change of employer, recruitment of experienced specialists for specifically advertised positions, increased formation of specialists and turning away from the formation of generalists.” Experts believed this was “part of a wider development; moving from long-term relationships towards a greater marketization and internationalization of the Japanese economy set against the backdrop of the prevailing conditions in the global economy. The introduction of performance-related pay means that the basis for remuneration has shifted away from the long-term development of skills towards short-term results.”

This change, while arguably better for global competition, likely led to current labor trends. Companies needed to adapt quickly to a new set of core business values and many companies stopped halfway. Regular employees often still enjoy full benefits and training while part-time and temporary employees fill the gaps at low cost. This is a temporary solution for Japanese companies but creates a long-term issue for both domestic and global employers. The young workers employed in these roles rarely get sufficient training on the job or leadership.

---
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opportunities. This fact, combined with a lasting commitment to lifetime employment for permanent employees, leads to a “lack of mid-career mobility [which] makes it difficult for foreign firms in Japan to secure experienced workers.” This is obviously a deterrent to foreign investment.

Additionally, there is research that suggests the use of part-time and temporary employees in the workplace lowers morale and productivity for all employees. For instance, employees of companies with modest proportions of nonstandard workers have higher perceived likelihoods of promotion and wages than employees of companies with predominantly nonstandard workers. Companies with predominantly nonstandard workers also tend to fare badly economically. Next, the share of nonstandard employees in the workplace is negatively correlated with psychological well-being. “Not only do those working with proportionately more nonstandard employees tend to report lower life satisfaction, but they are also more likely to suffer from work-related distress.” Employees with temporary contracts are less motivated because they have no long term prospects at their company. Employees with part-time contracts often struggle to maintain their lifestyle and feel less valued than full-time employees. Both are constantly worried about losing their job.

Lastly, the use of non-standard employees exacerbates the barriers in place for women in the workplace. Experts find that “the potential consequences associated with the share of nonstandard employees at work are not only important in their own right, but also increasingly
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critical for our understanding of the effects of workplace gender composition. Because women constitute the majority of the nonstandard workforce globally...the rapidly rising shares of nonstandard employees in organizations inevitably affect[s] the gender composition in many workplaces.” As detailed below, the country already has a comparatively small number of skilled female employees in the workforce. The use of non-standard contracts for this part of the population further limits their opportunities.

The lack of income for non-traditional workers may also affect population growth directly. The lower income of non-regular workers discourages marriage and hence reduces the fertility rate.” Studies show, after adjusting for type of job and educational attainment, that the wage gap between full and part-time workers is 45% for men and 31% for women. The income of a household supported by a regular worker in the 45-49 age range was more than four times that of a household supported by a non-regular worker. These nonstandard employee households cannot support a wedding or larger family.

These findings show that the use of non-standard employees is a drag on productivity and globalization. Companies looking to invest in Japan know that there is already a shortage of skilled labor because of the declining population. The addition of having a class of young workers without experience or training makes an investment in Japan less attractive.

42 Id.
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46 Local practitioners believe an overhaul of lifetime employment is also necessary to match western standards of employment. Koji, Tsurumi. Personal interview. 22 March 2016.
In order to fix this problem the government should intervene to either limit the use of non-standard contracts or help train young employees without long-term employment benefits. The current change, which would require full-time employment after five years, simply incentivizes employers to increase turnover. It is also not enough to wait for western business practices to catch on because the country has a long history of isolationism and values like lifetime employment are imbedded in society.

B. Female Participation

Cultural norms impede the use of female employees in the workplace. This is another reason that foreign and domestic employers have trouble finding enough employees in the country to meet their labor needs.

One trend of western countries in the last fifty years is the increasing number of females participating in the workforce. In fact, 48.6% of the labor force in the United States was female in 2014.\textsuperscript{47} This trend was mirrored in Japan but at a much slower rate because of social complications. “The participation rate of prime-age women (between 25 and 54) rose from 65\% in 1994 to 72\% in 2010. Nevertheless, it was still the fifth lowest in the OECD area.”\textsuperscript{48} Japan’s comparatively low female participation is a product of cultural norms that result in unequal trends and labor policies. However, better gender equality is needed to mitigate declines in population. The male labor participation rate is twenty percentage points above that of women


at 85%. If the female participation rates converged then the labor supply would decline by only 5% by 2030. This would increase GDP by almost 20% compared with unchanged participation rates. This is an obvious reason to focus on this cultural norm because the lack of available labor is a major reason foreign companies worry about investing directly in the country.

There are many impediments for working women. First, most females leave their jobs when they have children. Researchers found that about 60% of female workers still leave the labor force when their first child is born. This not only eliminates a portion of the population eligible for employment, it likely stops foreign investors from hiring females in the first place. A reason for this is that once women have children they have difficulty finding affordable childcare. There is also a stigma against men taking paternity leave when it is available.

The assumption of motherhood also leads to less employment mobility for women whether or not they plan to have a family. “Because women’s primary roles are assumed to be caregivers of their families, and because standard work arrangements in Japan are likely to conflict greatly with individuals’ family responsibilities, many Japanese employers consider women as secondary workers, regardless of their employment status. Thus, even when women work as standard employees, they tend to receive little on-the-job training and few promotion
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opportunities.”55 This means that foreign employers once again have an impediment to finding mid-career employees with sufficient training and leadership experience.

Another impediment is the country’s low level of female participation in management. It is much lower in Japan than in other industrialized nations even though the female workforce in Japan is among the most educated in the world.56 The lack of women in key roles is also self-perpetuating because studies of workplace gender composition find greater discrimination and less mobility for women in workplaces with lower female representation.57

One could argue that foreign employers could hire females out of school and provide this training. Also, one could argue that that foreign firm’s practices will eventually spread to domestic ones. Unfortunately, researchers believe that foreign company’s practices’ “overall impact will remain limited if the sorts of practices that make them desirable do not spread to their domestic counterparts and business partners. Not only is it questionable whether foreign employers’ practices remain distinct from domestic ones in the long run, but it is further doubtful that Japanese corporations would turn to foreign multinationals in any large scale in search of examples of ‘best practice’ in an area where local practices remain so entrenched.”58

Clearly something needs to change in order to truly boost participation and opportunity for women.

Overall, the cultural trend of men in the workplace and women in the home is unworkable in a global economy. As evidence, most OECD nations are moving towards higher female participation and publicly tout the goal of gender equality. The situation is not perfect in any country; however Japan’s situation is dire enough that it likely affects foreign investment. Not only does the lack of women affect the number of people available to work, it also speaks of outdated social practices. A strong effort in this area will benefit employers that are facing a work shortage as well as the country’s international reputation.

The current government put policies in place to address this problem. For instance, in June 2013, “the government named women’s increased economic participation as a policy priority. Goals include reducing the number of women who quit their jobs due to pregnancy, childbirth or child-rearing; reducing childcare center waitlists through increased capacity; increasing the number of women in management positions; and increasing the number of female national civil servants.” Further, a bill was submitted to the Diet that “would require larger companies to disclose statistics about the hiring and promotion of women, and adopt action plans to improve the numbers.” This shows progress in this space but it is not enough to truly counteract cultural norms and practices. The country exhibits a remarkable resistance to outside influence and prizes tradition. As seen in many western countries, public statements

---
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about gender equality and disclosure requirements can only do so much. Additionally, Yukiko
Tsunoda, a prominent proponent of female rights, believes the planned measures only target
upper-class women.\(^{62}\) A large portion of the population will see no change.

A company has no incentive to change their practices unless the public reacts negatively
to low levels of reported female participation. This means that perception needs to change with
the law. For example, the government could implement programs for women that help them
set career goals at a young age. They could also set an example by setting quotas on the
number of women required in government leadership roles. Lastly, the government could work
on improving conditions for all workers by pushing for a less demanding hour schedule. This
would specifically help working mothers. These changes would fit within the deferential,
inclusive culture and work for sustained change in the public perception.

IV. Corporate Governance Practices

Japan’s history of isolationism did not only lead to country-specific labor practices, it
also led to an insular business culture. The country’s economy was built on a system that
encouraged close ties between people on the vertical chain and discouraged the inclusion of
“outsiders.”\(^{63}\) Additionally, after World War II, the Japanese government resisted efforts by the
American government to implement antitrust reform. Huge conglomerates remained that
resembled the American oil and railroad monopolies of the early twentieth century.\(^{64}\) This

\(^{62}\) Tsunoda, Yukiko. Personal interview. 21 March 2016.

innovation: The case of Japan. *Organization Science, 18*(6), 973-988. (“While ownership and board structure
certainly converge toward Anglo-American style through the reform, the influence of the reforms on corporate
governance is still limited or varies by firms, due to the high cohesiveness and conformity of Japanese companies
derived from strong ties among their constituencies.”)

\(^{64}\) Even today the Japan Fair Trade Commission brings less than 150 enforcement actions per year. Japan Fair Trade
means that there was little government control of collusion and exclusion.\textsuperscript{65} This is still an issue today and according to foreign firms in Japan, Japan’s governance framework lags behind global standards.\textsuperscript{66}

The country uses the stakeholder-oriented model where “corporate boards [balance] the interests of corporate stakeholders, such as employees, business groups, banks and shareholders.”\textsuperscript{67} This is a problem for profit-minded foreign investors because weak corporate governance is linked to a number of issues, including a low rate of return on assets and the large cash holdings of Japanese firms which are seen as inefficient and wasteful.\textsuperscript{68} Additionally, foreign firms are likely wary of fraud and their disadvantage in the face of domestic competitors. One could argue that an Anglo-American system of corporate governance is not objectively the best for every country.\textsuperscript{69} However, the nationalities of large, foreign investors in Japan suggest that reform is necessary for increased foreign investment. One example of weak corporate governance is described below and demonstrates the effects of the inclusive corporate culture on business practices and investment.

One example of insular business behavior involves board participation. Boards of directors in Japan are dominated by insiders, usually long-term employees with intimate

---
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\textsuperscript{69} Mizuki, Hayashi. "Corporate Ownership And Governance Reforms In Japan: Influence Of Globalization And U.S. Practice." \textit{Columbia Journal Of Asian Law} 26.2 (2013): 343. \textit{Business Source Complete}. Web. 16 Feb. 2016. ("The critical point is that there is no consensus on the ideal corporate governance form. The interests of shareholders and stakeholders are both valued under the OECD principle.")
knowledge of the business.\textsuperscript{70} This increases the risk of fraud and mismanagement because the people overseeing business leaders likely have personal ties and may have trouble staying objective. Their major role in decision-making also contributes to the lack of transparency in corporate governance.\textsuperscript{71} This system is likely a result of the county’s emphasis on cohesiveness and loyalty which creates the tie of employee and management under lifetime employment.\textsuperscript{72} Directors are rewarded at the end of a long career with this prestigious position and the public generally regards their company knowledge as an asset.\textsuperscript{73}

As a result, Japan’s progress in corporate governance reform has been slow. While the average number of outside directors in Japan rose from 0.9 per company in 2008 to 1.3 in 2014 for the nearly 1,800 companies listed on the TSE’s first section, 39% of these companies did not have any outside directors at all.\textsuperscript{74} In contrast, outside directors are legally mandatory in the United States (a majority) and Korea (one quarter). “Only 0.2% of Japanese listed companies had a majority of outside directors, compared to 50% in the United Kingdom and 90% in the United States.”\textsuperscript{75} The stock exchange requires at least one outside director. However, a member of the \textit{Council of Experts Concerning the Corporate Governance Code} expressed

\textsuperscript{71} Id.
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at 331. (“During the debate over the exclusion of these affiliates from the definition of “outside” directors, some members of the business world opposed the exclusion based on the argument that these affiliates are suitable for directors because they have “interests” in the company through capital or business transactions and thus have incentive to raise the corporate value.”)
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concern that the current criteria for independent directors established by securities exchanges are “abstract and they allow considerable room for interpretation.”

This deficiency may lead to less direct investment in foreign subsidiaries or joint ventures. Alternatively, large investors such as the United States and the United Kingdom may decide to invest in countries with more stringent standards such as Korea. This may explain the higher amount of internal foreign investment as a percentage of GDP in the country.

New legislation in the country focuses on this issue. The revised Companies Act, which becomes effective in 2015, encourages the appointment of an outside director. However, if a company does not appoint one they can simply explain why they did not comply in their annual report and at their shareholder meeting. Also, the Company Act only blocks current and past executive directors, managers, or employees of the company and its subsidiaries. It does not acknowledge family members or other close relationships. This new legislation is similar to that aimed at increasing female participation. It shows progress but may not be enough to counteract a cultural resistance to outside influence. There are too many loopholes that allow for manipulation. Companies have little incentive to add more than one outside director and the success of the legislation depends on public disapproval to resistance. Additionally, the amendments created an alternative structure where companies may add an audit and
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supervisory committee whose members do not serve as directors.\textsuperscript{80} If companies choose to take this route then only the fraud problem has a solution while the inclusive business decision problem remains.

The Financial Services Agency and Tokyo Stock Exchange recently drafted the first corporate governance ‘Code of Conduct.’ It is modeled on OECD and United Kingdom corporate governance principles and aims to increase corporate transparency and management accountability through five broad areas, including the appointment of outside directors to company boards and a requirement that companies provide a public explanation for cross-holding company shares.\textsuperscript{81} This shows Japan’s motivation to appease foreign investors. But the code has little enforcement power.

The country must undertake further reform to truly change practices. This must be done carefully, however because “bringing many outside directors without the appropriate knowledge of the specific businesses into the board could drive up the cost of decision making enormously, which would probably outweigh the benefit.”\textsuperscript{82} Outside of requiring a higher number of outside directors, the country could require other procedures to manage the directors already in place. The OECD report on Japan in 2015 recommended that the country change their policies to make sure “compensation of outside directors [is] more strongly linked to shareholders’ dividends.”\textsuperscript{83} Also, the report recommends that directors receive training from

\textsuperscript{80} Id.
independent sources on their fiduciary responsibilities and have access to information that does not come directly from management. Unlike other countries in the OECD, Japan has no rules requiring director training or disclosure.\textsuperscript{84} This would result in less resistance from a culture that expects a board of lifetime employees. However, could lead to improved oversight and decision making by the board.

These suggested changes reflect the idea that the best way to improve corporate governance in the country is to work within the current framework. Change requires both legal and cultural shifts. As noted in a recent study by Hayashi Mazuki, the current stakeholder model in the country, which involves the inside board, is not defined by law but instead by custom.\textsuperscript{85} The government will likely meet steep resistance to externally imposed quotas of external directors. But training and incentives for current directors may successfully lessen fraud and mismanagement without ostracizing citizens. As the country gets used to objective management the government can implement stronger standards.

V. Conclusion

In the next few years, Japan has the chance to jumpstart growth and increase foreign participation in the economy. The current political regime showed a commitment to policy change and economic reform. There are also signs of cultural shifts towards a profit-focused mindset in the business community. However, real change is not realistic without more

\textsuperscript{84} Id. at 72.
intervention by the government or other actors to push this process. Significant improvements require both investment law and cultural norm reforms.

As detailed above, Japan has labor and corporate governance practices that make the country less attractive to the western countries who are their largest investors. This is a result of a strong tie to tradition and years of isolationism. It is vital for the country to put standards in place to help counteract these principles and norms. However, one must take this cultural tradition into account when hoping to implement long-term changes. Reporting requirements and resolutions for change are not enough. Also, enforced quotas may lead to political controversy and symbolic resistance. The country needs to change the business mindset with training, education, and example setting. This way the new generation will grow up in a changed environment. Additionally, current practitioners will resist less to what they see at outwardly-imposed standards.

It will not take a complete cultural overhaul to increase foreign investment. A commitment to increased education and training will signal change to foreign investors. They will likely move in to take advantage of predicted increases in future profits.
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